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You’re tired of it, aren’t You? 

of gimmicks, of fluff, of predictabilitY. 

if You’ve read one book todaY, You’ve read them all. 

But you haven’t read this.
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First, let’s be clear: this is not a series that’s trying to impress you. this is 
a series that unapologetically is what it is. What does that mean?

it means this is a story. not an agenda. not a gimmick.

it’s set in science-fiction, but if you’re looking for quarks and string theory, go 
read something else. this is for people who want a blockbuster experience. 
this isn’t the kind of story you get cozy by the fire for. this is a story that lives 
for fist-pumping moments. it’s a series that never pulls punches. it’s for the 
emotionally-invested.

epic is a universe that’s going places and doing things. it’s not part of the 
“book club” clique. but that’s not what you want, anyway. You want something 
relatable and real. You want something that’s not like anything else. You want 
this.

begin with dawn of destiny. ride it into outlaw trigger. 

then never looK BaCK.

Why the ePIC serIes WIll bloW you aWay...
1Dawn of Destiny kicks off the story of scott remington, a young 

man following a calling to war. sacrificing a promising life that 

could’ve been, he embarks on a journey to follow his destiny and  

       make a difference regardless of where it takes him.

2outlaw trigger takes Epic down a path that explores the darkness 

of the human condition. anyone who thought Epic was a feel-good 

tale thought wrong. this is where things get serious. this is where it  

  begins.

3 if Epic is a race track, Hero is the pace car, setting the tone for the 

rest of the series. on the heels of emotional devastation, the crew of 

Epic sets off a journey to redemption. but at what cost? 

4 tHe glorious Becoming ... well, this book just has to speak for itself. 

Just take everything you thought you knew about Epic and toss it. 

this whole series just got flipped on its head.



“i just finished reading dawn 

oF destiny and i haven’t enjoyed 

a book this much in a while. the story 

is solid, it keeps the reader engaged and in-

terested and never veers off far enough to lose 

your interest. Lee stephen does an excellent job at 

connecting the reader to each of the characters;

you don’t just read about them you feel for them, 

experience their ups and downs, and hope 

for their success.”

- John d. olmstead

“this is the best science fiction 
series right now. i look forward to 

each book immediately after 
finishing the last one.”

- J&c bierce

What ePIC aDDICts say about the books

“as the climax of outlaw 

triGGer draws near, the dark-

ness inhabiting scott’s soul seems 

to seep into our very own; we feel as he 

feels, and when the surprising twist (i will not 

give it away!) occurs, we feel the shockwaves in 

our very cores. this kind of writing is powerful 

and rare, a true testament to author Lee 

stephen’s talent.”

- matthew s. baker

“He takes some unex-

pected but not unwelcomed 

turns with this third installment, 

and i think that every person that reads 

this book will come away not only impressed 

with the story that Lee has masterfully laid out, 

but thirsty for more. i personally cannot wait 

until the next installment is released. 

i give hero a perfect 5/5.”

- Joshua m. anderson

“this is one of the best books i 

have ever read. if you have not read 

the first three books in the Epic series, 

you should, if only to then be able to taste the 

pure brilliance and genius writing in the 

Glorious BeCoMinG. it has the best diagolue, best 

character development, best ending, and such 

superb writing that you will feel as if you have your own 

bunk in room 14. You are emotionally drawn into the 

story and must remind yourself that this is only 

fiction, simply because the characters are 

real, and YoU carE.”

- sopatertheberean

“from page one to 
page 322, you’ll find 

hardly a wasted word. the 
story moves, and then it smokes, 

and then it screams.”

- robert m. fanney



Who CreateD the ePIC uNIVerse?
born and raised in cajun country, Lee stephen spent his childhood paddling 

pirogues through the marshes of south Louisiana. When he wasn’t 

catching bullfrogs or playing with alligators in the bathtub (both true), he 

was escaping to the world of the imagination, creating worlds in his mind 

filled with strange creatures and epic journeys. this hasn’t stopped.

now a resident of Luling, Louisiana, Lee spends time every day delving into 

the world of Epic, the science-fiction series that has come to define him 

as a writer and producer. alongside his wife, Lindsey, their son, Levi, and 

their dog, Jake, Lee has made it a mission to create a series that is unique 

in its genre—one unafraid to address the human condition while staying 

grounded in elements of faith.

in addition to writing, Lee works full-time for the department of Homeland 

security & Emergency preparedness. He has also spent time as a church 

deacon, guitar hobbyist, and new orleans saints season ticket holder. He 

is a graduate of Louisiana college in pineville.
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Lee’s epic podcast

want to hear more from lee? 

check out the Epic Universe podcast (available on 
itunes and EpicUniverse.com). along with hosts 
stephanie and derek, Lee talks alien invasions, night-
men, novosibirsk, football, and cajun life.

Lee also shares some secrets 
from behind the curtain about 
where he got the inspiration for 
the characters, settings, and 
conflicts in his series, as well as 
the future of Epic Universe.

meet lee stepHen



ePIC auDIobook +your earDrums=magIC

what you’re going to hear in this project, which 

i prefer to think of as an audio ‘experience,’ is 

the audio equivalent of a summer blockbuster 

movie. over twenty-five actors, including a 

narrator, played a part in this. this is ear-splitting 

sound effects, bombastic music, and characters 

shouting back and forth in the middle of a war 

zone. this is unlike anything you’ve ever heard.
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coMing faLL 2013
visit epicuniverse.com for an exclusive preview



Where you CaN fIND more ePIC uNIVerse
@epicuniverse twitter

facebook.com/epicuniverse facebook

epicuniverse .c
om

youtube.com/epicuniverse youtube

info@epicuniverse.com email


